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Cryptographic Design of PriCloud,
a Privacy-preserving Decentralized Storage
with Remuneration
Henning Kopp, David Mödinger, Franz J. Hauck, and Frank Kargl Member, IEEE
Abstract—Over the last years, demand for file hosting has sky-rocketed due to cost reductions and availability of services. However,
centralized providers have a negative impact on the privacy of their users, since they are able to read and collect various data about their
users and even link it to their identity via their payments. On the other hand, decentralized storage solutions like GNUnet suffer from a
lack of participation by providers, since there is no feasible business model. We propose PriCloud, a decentralized storage system which
allows users to pay their storage providers without sacrificing their privacy by employing anonymous storage smart contracts and private
payments on a blockchain. We are able to provide privacy to the users and storage providers, and unlinkability between users and files.
Our system offers decentralized file storage including strong privacy guarantees and built-in remuneration for storage providers.
Index Terms—Distributed Storage, Peer-to-Peer, Applied Cryptography, Blockchain, Privacy
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I NTRODUCTION

Cloud storage systems, such as Dropbox, are in use by the
general population for years now. Although providing a
financially viable service, privacy often plays only a minor
role in these systems. The identity of users can be revealed by
their e-mail address, payment information or IP addresses.
Central providers are often incentivized to disregard privacy to improve efficiency, e.g., via file deduplication or
personalized services. Another drawback of a centralised
file storage is the lack of smaller competitors, creation of
a single point of failure, as well as a lack of censorship
resistance, as accounts can be suspended without appeal.
Privacy improvements are important, as storage solutions are
used to store privacy-sensible documents such as password
lists, tax or banking information. Further, storage solutions
may be used by whistle-blowers and journalists for critical
documents.
Privacy-friendly decentralized storage solutions exist, e.g.,
GNUnet [1] and Freenet [2], in which the storage is provided
by other participants of the network. They lack financial
incentives for participants to contribute storage, leading
to the so called free-riding problem: Users are consuming
storage capacities but are unwilling to provide storage
themselves. As payments provide privacy risks, adding a
payment scheme is non-trivial.
The lack of a financially viable alternative for a decentralized storage system led to the creation of PriCloud, a novel
peer-to-peer storage system, where users are remunerated
for their contribution of resources [3]. PriCloud uses a
blockchain-based token system to enable financial incentives
for those participants who provide storage to other users.
Unlike previous storage solutions, our system makes use of
cryptographic techniques to enable private payments which
guarantee unlinkability and untraceability of transactions.
Storage contracts in the blockchain ensure that payments

are only due for fulfilled storage promises, while retaining
unlinkability of a stored file and its payment. Compared to
centralized systems, PriCloud provides sender and receiver
anonymity, censorship resistance and possiblity to mitigate a
single point of failure.
1.1

Contribution

This paper is an extended version of a previous presentation
of our scheme [3]. We provide a more detailed description of
the linkable ring signature scheme and its security properties,
as well as the security definitions of the proof of storage
we use. Further, this exposition provides a more extensive
comparison with related work and discusses requirements
on other abstraction layers beside the blockchain layer. The
contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel design for a privacy-preserving
decentralized storage system which allows for privacypreserving payments.
• Our privacy-preserving payment mechanism on the
blockchain is based on the cryptographic constructions
of ring signatures and one-time addresses to provide
unlinkability and untraceability of transactions.
• To incentivize file storage and retrievability, we make
use of proofs of storage and provide a formal analysis
of the incentives for serving files.
• Finally, we discuss additional considerations for abstraction layers beside the blockchain, e.g., the network layer.
1.2

Paper Outline

Section 2 introduces the relevant notation used throughout
this paper. Section 3 provides an overview of the mechanics
of blockchain-based digital currencies. In Section 4, we
introduce the PriCloud system focussing on the contract
mechanics and privacy mechanisms for payments. Section 5
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discusses differences and improvements of PriCloud compared to similar systems. The description of PriCloud focuses
on the abstraction layer of blockchains, but for the system
to remain private, additional requirements need to be met
on other layers. These are discussed in Section 6. Section 7
concludes our work.

2

N OTATION

We write a ← A(x) to assign to a the output of running the
randomized algorithm A on input x. With a ← A(x; r) we
denote the deterministic result of running A on input x and
the fixed randomness r. We say that an algorithm A is ppt if
it runs in probabilistic polynomial time. With Zp we denote
the residue classes of the integers Z modulo p ∈ N.
We say that a function f is negligible if for all positive
polynomials p there is a natural number N ∈ N such that for
all n > N it holds that |f (n)| < 1/p(n). Throughout the text,
f ∈ Z`B with B ∈ N denotes a file viewed as a vector with
chunks f1 , . . . , f` ∈ ZB . With the symbol {0, 1}• we denote
the Kleene closure of {0, 1}, i.e., the set of arbitrarily long
finite bit strings.

3

BACKGROUND

The first truly decentralized payment system, not requiring
a third party, was Bitcoin [4], where double spending, i.e.,
spending the same money twice, is prevented by a set of
so-called miners voting with their computational power
on the validity of transactions. This design was copied in
numerous other blockchain-based decentralized payment
systems [5] and is also used in our system. This chapter gives
an overview of this design paradigm.
Bitcoin uses the notion of transactions, which are represented as a data structure of one or more inputs and one or
more outputs. Each input refers to a previous output which
is to be spent by this transaction. The output contains the
public key of the receiver, i.e., its identity, and the amount
of money to be transferred. The input contains a signature
corresponding to the public key in the referenced output.
The signature acts as a proof of possession of a secret key,
and therefore authorization to spend the referenced output.
After creating a transaction the sender broadcasts it into
the network. So called miners run an algorithm which is
used to validate and bundle the valid transactions into so
called blocks. A block contains a time stamp, a nonce and a
reference to the most recent known block. A block is valid if
the hash of the block is smaller than a difficulty parameter
included in the previous block. Miners need to find this hash
as a proof of work [6]. The difficulty is dynamically adjusted
such that the expected block frequency is one block per 10
minutes, assuming no changes in the underlying hash rate.
This data structure is called a blockchain and is a form of
consensus for transactions.
The proof of work mechanism is used to prevent Sybil
attacks [7], [8], the creation of identities to increase voting
power, in the consensus protocol. Classical consensus protocols use static and known identities to prevent this attack.
However, Bitcoin supports a dynamic set of participants.
In order to reward the miners for their participation a
special transaction, called coinbase, is included into blocks.
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A coinbase transaction has no inputs but an output which
grants the miner of this block a predetermined amount of
Bitcoins. In order to encourage miners to persist transactions
in blocks, these can be equipped with a transaction fee, which
will be awarded to the miner including this transaction.
If two different new blocks are found at the same time,
this situation is called a fork. In this case the miners continue
to mine on one of the chains chosen at random, until one of
them is longer, which is then considered the valid chain.
If blocks contain invalid transactions, e.g., they have a
wrong signature, spend money which has already been spent
before or from a block relying on an invalid block, miners
reject that block. Consequently, miners are incentivized to
persist only correct information in the blockchain.
If an adversary changes old transactions already persisted
in the blockchain, the hash of the block changes thus breaking
all references to this block. In order to convince the other
miners of the validity of this chain, it needs to grow longer
than the current chain. In a naive analysis, the adversary
needs to control over 50% of the hashing power of the
network to extend his chain fast enough. This is considered
infeasible. The strongest attacker under which Bitcoin is
secure is still subject to research.
Concluding, a blockchain is a distributed database without a trusted third party. The persisted data is replicated
at each participant and a consensus protocol decides what
data is persisted. Further, the incentive structure and the
validation rules are built in such a way that only correct
information is persisted. Applications of blockchains beyond
decentralized currencies include secure and fair multi-party
computations [9], [10], [11] and smart contracts [12], [13].

4
4.1

T HE P RI C LOUD S YSTEM
Overview

The goal of PriCloud is to provide a distributed storage
system with financial rewards for its storage providers,
and strong privacy protection for participating users. We
implement our file storage with anonymous payments based
on a blockchain enhanced with anonymised money transfers
and storage contracts, so that no information is leaked by the
payment method.
PriCloud supports three roles: miners, storage providers,
and users. Each participant in a PriCloud network can hold
one or more of these roles.
The miners function the same as described in Section 3.
The blockchain’s loose synchronization of time between
participants is used so that storage contracts can have an
expiry date.
Users set up storage smart contracts with storage
providers, locking money of the user for the duration of the
contract. This money can be spent by the storage provider
once the contract is fulfilled or by the user, should the
contract be broken. To fulfil the contract, the storage provider
needs to produce a valid proof of storage of the file at
expiration time. The proof of storage is required in the
blockchain, as the state of contracts needs to be publicly
verifiable for miners. Storage providers are not trusted by the
user, but are assumed to be mostly rational due to financial
incentives.
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Users wanting to participate can buy PriCloud tokens
(money) on an exchange, or perform any of the other roles to
earn tokens. Miners or storage providers do need little setup
and can be run directly, but a storage provider should own
some money for security deposits in retrieval operations to
prevent cheating, further explained in Section 4.5.3.
Remark 1 (Possible Extensions). PriCloud only provides the
abstraction of storing and retrieving chunks of data. More advanced
functionalities, e.g., file encryption or increased storage guarantees
by erasure coding can be added on top of PriCloud using standard
methods, some of these are discussed in Section 6.
4.2

Threat Model

PriCloud consists of several different components, whose
security analysis is available in their respective sections. In
general, the actors in PriCloud, i.e., users, storage providers
and miners, are assumed to exhibit rational behaviour, i.e.,
improve their utilisation of the system. Hereby, utilization
represents uploading (for users) or earning money by storing
files (for storage providers). Different components specialize
this general assumption in different ways, to yield more
realistic results for their use case. Especially, privacy must
not be compromised by malicious actors willing to disrupt
the system.

3

this provides a level of privacy. To create a ring signature
the signer needs its own private-public key pair as well as
the list of public keys of the other members in the group. In
particular, no group set-up procedure is necessary in contrast
to group signatures. For verification, the signature and the
list of public keys of the members in the group are needed.
In a nutshell, ring signatures are digital signatures where
the signer is k -anonymous, i.e., indistinguishable from k − 1
other possible signers.
We will now define linkable ring signatures and then
go on to explain their usage in our system together with
a concrete instantiation. We base the definition on Liu et
al. [19], however they define linkability only with respect to
a fixed group of public keys, whereas in our definitions and
constructions linkability needs to be achieved even across
different sets of members in the ring, since otherwise double
spending would become possible. To prevent privacy leaks,
transaction outputs are sent to one-time keys. An identity
will only be revealed, if a user decides to attempt a double
spend. As this is an illegal action, it is worth to identify the
user.

Definition 1 (Linkable Ring Signature [19]). A linkable
ring signature scheme is a quadruple of algorithms, Σ =
(Gen, Sign, Verify, Link) such that:
λ
• (pk , sk ) ← Gen(1 ) is a ppt algorithm. It takes a security
parameter λ and outputs a public and secret key pair (pk , sk ).
• σ ← Sign(m, sk , pk 1,...,n ) is a ppt algorithm run by the
4.3 Mining
signer to create a ring signature σ . Its input is a message m,
Unlike Bitcoin (cf. Section 3), each PriCloud miner includes a
a secret key sk , as well as a list of public keys pk 1,...,n . In a
new one-time public key (see Section 4.4.2) for itself in every
usual invocation of the signing algorithm, sk corresponds to
new block in order to achieve privacy for its mining rewards.
one of the public keys pk 1,...,n .
Hence, it cannot be detected if different coinbase rewards
• b := Verify(σ, m, pk 1,...,n ) is a deterministic algorithm run
belong to the same miner.
by the verifier which returns a single bit b, where ’1’ indicates
acceptance and ’0’ indicates rejection. Its input is a message
4.4 Anonymous Payments
m, a signature σ , and a list of public keys pk 1,...,n .
0
0
• ` := Link(m, m , σ, σ ) is a deterministic algorithm that
Since the transaction data in blockchains is public, they can
takes two messages m and m0 , together with their signatures
be analysed by anyone to allow for inferences about the
σ and σ 0 and returns one bit `, where ` = 0 indicates that
actors [14], [15]. Untraceability is even one of six properties
the signatures are linked, i.e. were signed by the same secret
of an ideal cash system according to Okamoto and Ohta [16].
key sk , and ` = 1 indicates that they are independent.
Untraceability in their interpretation means that the privacy
For
a
linkable ring signature we require the following properties:
of the user should be protected. Especially, the relationship
Correctness
guarantees that a correctly signed message will be
between the user and his purchases must be unlinkable by
accepted
by
the verification. For all security parameters λ ∈ N,
anyone.
λ
all
(pk
,
sk
i ) ← Gen(1 ) where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} for some
In CryptoNote [17], the original requirement of uni
n ∈ N, all messages m, all σi ← Sign(m, sk i , pk 1,...,n ) it
traceability is split into anonymity of the sender and of
holds that Verify(σi , m, pk 1,...,n ) = 1.
the receiver. Untraceability means that for each incoming
transaction all possible senders have the same probability of Linkability intuitively means that two messages that are signed
by the same secret key will be spotted by the algorithm Link.
being the real sender. Unlinkability means that for any two
Link will claim only with negligible probability that two
transactions it is impossible to determine if they were sent to
signatures from different secret keys are linked. Note that
the same recipient. Similarly, we provide untraceability by
this definition assumes linkability even if the signatures
linkable ring signatures, whereas unlinkability is achieved
have been created using different sets of public keys. For
by one-time payment addresses. We combine standard
all security parameters λ ∈ N, all (pk i , sk i ) ← Gen(1λ ),
mechanisms to achieve unlinkability and untraceability of
where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, all (pk 0j , sk 0j ) ← Gen(1λ ), where
the payments, which are explained in the following.
j ∈ {1, . . . , `}, and any messages m, m0 , the term

4.4.1 Linkable Ring Signatures
P Link(m, m0 , Sign(m, sk 1 , pk 1,...,n ),

Ring signatures are a special kind of digital signatures due
Sign(m0 , sk 01 , pk 01,...,` )) = 0
to Rivest, Shamir and Tauman [18]. A ring signature proves
that a document was signed by a member of a group of
is negligible in λ. Intuitively this means that the algorithm
signers. Since the identity of the member is not revealed,
Link has a negligible probability of marking two independent
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signatures as linked.
Additionally for all security parameters λ ∈ N, all
(pk i , sk i ) ← Gen(1λ ), where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, all
(pk 0j , sk 0j ) ← Gen(1λ ), where j ∈ {1, . . . , `}, and for one
j it holds that (pk 0j , sk 0j ) = (pk i , sk i ) for some i, and any
messages m, m0 , the term

P Link(m, m0 , Sign(m, sk i , pk 1,...,n ),

Sign(m0 , sk i , pk 01,...,` )) = 1
is negligible in λ. This means that the algorithm Link has
a negligible probability of marking two linked signatures as
independent even if some ring members change.
Signer Ambiguity guarantees the anonymity of the real signer
of the message among the other members of the ring. An
algorithm E without any access to secret keys that tries to
guess the real signer has only a negligible advantage over
randomly picking one of the members in the ring. We have to
take into account that some secret keys may be leaked and thus
the guessing algorithm E could have a proportionally higher
chance of success, since it can verify if one of the leaked keys
has been used in the ring. If that is the case, then E knows
the true signer. Formally, for any ppt algorithm E , on input
of any message m, any lists of n public keys pk 1,...,n , any
ˆ 1 , . . . , sk
ˆ t }, and
set of t corresponding secret keys Dt = {sk
any valid signature σ ← Sign(m, sk j , pk 1,...,n ) generated
by the user with public key pk j it holds that


P E(m, pk 1,...,n , Dt , σ) = pk j



1
1
1
1

 ∈
n−t − Q(λ) , n−t + Q(λ) ,
=
if skj 6∈ Dt and t < n − 1

 > 1 − 1 , otherwise
Q(λ)
for any polynomial Q(λ).
Regarding unforgeability of the ring signature we are able to
use the attacker model of Liu et al. [19]
Definition 2 (Existential unforgeability against adaptive
chosen-plain-text, adaptive chosen-public-key attackers [19]).
0
Let SO(m0 , pk1,...,n
0 ) be a signing oracle that accepts as inputs a
0
message m and a list of n public keys pk 01,...,n0 , and produces a
signature σ 0 such that Verify(σ 0 , m0 , pk 01,...,n0 ) = 1. A linkable
ring signature scheme is called existentially unforgeable (against
adaptive chosen-plaintext and adaptive chosen public-key attackers)
if, for any ppt algorithm A with access to a signing oracle
SO such that (pk 1,...,n , m, σ) ← ASO (pk 1,...,n ) for a list
pk 1,...,n = (pk 1 , . . . , pk n ) of n public keys chosen by A, its
output satisfies Verify(σ 0 , m0 , pk 1,...,n ) = 1 only with negligible
probability. Note that (pk 1,...,n , m, σ) should not correspond to
any query-response pair previously given to the signing oracle.
Ring signatures can be used to provide sender anonymity
for transactions. Each transaction input references multiple
transaction outputs of earlier transactions where one output
is the real output and the others are used to hide the sender
and thus increase privacy. The public keys used in the ring
signature are those of the referenced outputs. The message
which is signed are the transaction outputs of the new
transaction. The signature is included in the input, as in other
blockchain systems. To an observer the real spent output is
indistinguishable from the other fake outputs.
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To detect a double spends, two real references to the same
output, linkable ring signatures allow to link signatures if
the same key has been used to sign, rendering a second
transaction invalid.
The amounts of the referenced transactions need to be
equal, otherwise the real amount cannot be determined from
the set of referenced transaction outputs. Therefore, our
system uses standardized denominations. This is similar
to banknotes and coins where the set of possible values is
fixed, and these values need to be combined to pay different
amounts. The granularity of the amounts impacts scalability
and privacy in opposite manners, as either many outputs are
required or smaller anonymity sets are created. A preliminary
choice of the denominations are powers of two. A justified
choice of this parameter needs further evaluation and is still
subject to research. The initial anonymity sets are given by
the coinbase transactions.
CryptoNote [17] and many of its derivatives like Monero or Bytecoin use a variation of the FS linkable ring
signatures [20]. In contrast, our system uses a linkable
variation of LWW signatures [19] which has the advantage
of being significantly shorter than FS signatures. We sketch
the linkable variation of the LWW scheme scheme in the
following, based on the work of Shen Noether [21], [22]. The
signature algorithm can be found in Figure 1.
Let G be an elliptic curve with generator G. Let Pi ∈ G,
i = 1, . . . , n be the public keys of the members in the ring,
in non-elliptic curve contexts denoted as pk i . Assume that
for the j -th public key we know the corresponding private
key x with Pj = xG. Let I = xHp (Pj ) be the key image,
where Hp : G 7→ G is a hash function. The key image is
included in the signature to enable linking of the signatures,
as two signatures are linked if they have the same key image.
Knowledge of the key image does not reveal the signer since
x is private.
Let m be the data to sign and H a hash function. Let
α, and si for i = 1 . . . , n, i 6= j , be random values in the
base field of the elliptic curve. To generate the signature the
following values are computed:

Lj = αG, Rj = αHp (Pj ), cj+1 = H(m, Lj , Rj ).
For all i ∈ Z/nZ, i 6= j define Li , Ri , and ci successively:

Li+1 = si+1 G + ci+1 Pi+1 ,
Ri+1 = si+1 Hp (Pi+1 ) + ci+1 I,
ci+2 = H(m, Li+1 , Ri+1 ).
The last step is closing the ring by fusing the two ends.
Let sj = α − cj xj mod `, where ` is the group order of the
elliptic curve. Then define

Lj = αG = sj G + cj xj G = sj G + cj Pj ,
Rj = αHp (Pj ) = sj Hp (Pj ) + cj I,
cj+1 = H(m, Lj , Rj ).
The signature consists of σ = (I, c1 , s1 , · · · , sn ). To verify
a signature, recompute the sequence c1 , . . . , cn+1 and checks
if cn+1 = c1 . If that is the case the signature is valid.
In the signature scheme used by CryptoNote [17], the
ci are chosen randomly and appended to the signature.
Our construction uses the hash function as a PRNG, so the
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5

(pk , sk ) ← Gen(1λ ) (using an elliptic curve G with generator G)
1) Choose a secret key sk = x ∈ {1, . . . , `} uniformly at random, where ` is the group order of G.
2) Choose a point P ∈ G uniformly at random and compute the public key pk as the point P = xG.
3) Return the pair (pk , sk ) = (P, x).
• σ ← Sign(m, sk , pk 1,...,n )
1) Parse the points (P1 , . . . , Pn ) = pk 1,...,n .
2) W.l.o.g. assume that the secret key x = sk corresponds to the j -th public key Pj = pk j , i.e., pk j = xG.
3) Compute the key image as I = xHp (Pj ), where Hp is a hash function returning a point on the elliptic curve.
4) Choose α, and si for i = 1 . . . , n, i 6= j uniformly at random from the base field of the elliptic curve G.
5) Compute the following values.
•

Lj = αG,

Rj = αHp (Pj ),

cj+1 = H(m, Lj , Rj )

6) For all i ∈ Z/nZ, i 6= j compute the following.

Li+1 = si+1 G + ci+1 Pi+1

Ri+1 = si+1 Hp (Pi+1 ) + ci+1 I

ci+2 = H(m, Li+1 , Ri+1 )

7) Define sj = α − cj xj mod `, where ` is the group order of the elliptic curve and close the ring by computing

Lj = αG = sj G + cj xj G = sj G + cj Pj

Rj = αHp (Pj ) = sj Hp (Pj ) + cj I

cj+1 = H(m, Lj , Rj )

8) Return the signature σ = (I, c1 , s1 , · · · , sn ).
b := Verify(σ, m, pk i∈I )
1) Parse σ as (I, c1 , s1 , · · · , sn ).
2) Recompute Li , Ri for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, as well as c1 , . . . , cn+1 .
3) Return 1 if cn+1 = c1 .
0
0
• ` := Link(m, m , σ, σ )
1) Parse σ as (I, c1 , s1 , · · · , sn ) and σ 0 as (I 0 , c01 , s01 , · · · , s0n ).
2) Return ` = 0 if I = I 0 . Otherwise return ` = 1.
•

Figure 1. A variation of the LWW ring signature scheme

ci are chosen pseudorandomly and can be reconstructed
given c1 . Thus a signature in CryptoNote consists of
(I, c1 , . . . , cn , s1 , . . . , sn ) and is therefore larger than signatures in the scheme described.
The proofs of security, linkability and signer ambiguity of
the described scheme are simple modifications of the proofs
found in the work of Liu et al. [19] and can be found in the
works of Noether [21], [22].
When using linkable ring signatures in a blockchain
system for the sender of transactions one remaining question
is how to choose the other transactions in the anonymity set.
If they are chosen in a bad way the privacy will be likely to
suffer. Choosing the outputs in the anonymity set uniformly
at random from all outputs published in the blockchain poses
a risk, as older transactions are used in more ring signatures.
Thus, younger transactions in the anonymity set more likely
the output. Monero labs [23] deals with this issue in more
depth, but also fails to provide an adequate solution. The
impact on the current Monero system is analysed by Möser
et al. [24]. It remains an open question which distributions
are appropriate.
In summary, linkable ring signatures enforce sender
anonymity, also called untraceability [17] of transactions as all
identities included in the ring have the same probability of
being the real sender of the transaction. We use a variation
of LWW signatures, since these are comparatively short and
allow for linking signatures even if the other public keys in

the ring are different.
4.4.2

One-time Payment Addresses

The blockchain-based cryptocurrency CryptoNote [17] introduced so called one-time payment addresses [25] which increase
privacy of the receiver by using different unlinkable recipient
keys.
Instead of simply referencing the recipient by its public
key, the sender derives a new temporary public key per
transaction output using a random nonce and the recipients
public key. The derived one-time public key, called destination
key and the original public key of the recipient are unlinkable
without knowledge of the private key associated with the
original public key. The recipient can recover the private key
corresponding to the destination key by using his private
key and a transaction public key which is included in the
transaction by the sender.
By signing with the recovered private key, the recipient
can prove that she was in fact the intended recipient and
thus spend the funds without revealing her identity, or that
the transaction belongs to her (long-term) public key.
More exactly, let G be an elliptic curve with generator G.
Let d ∈ {1, . . . , `} be the private key of the receiver, where `
denotes the group order of the elliptic curve. Q = dG is the
long-term public key of the recipient.
To send a transaction, the sender generates a one-time
recipient address as follows. First, the sender computes P =
eG, where e ∈ {1, . . . , `} is chosen uniformly at random. The
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sender defines the shared DH secret c := H(eQ) and sends
his transaction to the one-time public key Q0 = Q + cG. The
transaction needs to include the additional information P
which is needed for the recipient to recover the private key
corresponding to Q0 . Since

Q0 =Q + cG = dG + H(eQ)G = dG + H(edG)G
=(d + H(dP ))G
the recipient can recover the one-time private key d + H(dP )
corresponding to Q0 .
The unlinkablity of two one-time keys derives from the
fact that cG is essentially a random offset which is added
to the long-term public key. The security of the scheme in
the sense that only the recipient can recover the private key
follows from the DL-assumption.
This scheme does not allow the delegation of the checking
of incoming transactions. As delegation would require
providing the private key to a third party. However this third
party would then be able to spend the funds. Delegation of
transaction processing is desired in an audit by a third party,
like a tax fraud investigation, or for low power devices.
In order to allow for the delegation of transaction checking, a scan key pair and a spend key pair can be created.
The scan key pair is given to the third party which can then
check (but also link) the incoming payments. For spending
the transactions the spend key is still required.
Let d ∈ {1, . . . , `}, Q = dG be the private and public
scan key of the recipient, and f ∈ Z` , R = f G the private
and public spend key of the recipient. To send a transaction
the sender chooses e ∈ {1, . . . , `} at random as above and
computes P = eG. We define the shared DH secret c :=
H(eQ) = H(dP ) as above. The sender now addresses his
transaction to R0 = R + cG. Again, P needs to be included
as an additional information in the transaction.
In order to decide if the transaction is addressed to the
recipient only the private scan key d is needed to check if
R0 = R + H(dP )G. In order to spend the transaction the
private spend key f is needed, as R0 = (f + c)G the private
key corresponding to R0 is (f + c). Thus the checking of
incoming transactions can be delegated at the cost of privacy.
To summarize, our one-time payment addresses provide
unlinkable transactions [17] and transaction processing can be
delegated, without delegating the authorization to spend.
4.5

File Storage

Our system provides storage contracts to provide storage of
data. These contracts are realized as special transaction types,
where additional requirements need to be fulfilled to spend
the money. In order to set up a storage smart contract, a user
searches for a storage provider by broadcasting a storage
request. This storage request contains metadata like the file
size and storage duration. The storage providers answer
with their respective prices to fulfil the contract. The user
then sends the file to the storage provider of choice (e.g. the
cheapest). In parallel, the user creates and signs the storage
contract. This contract contains the file identifier and the
agreed storage duration. It is then included in the blockchain
like any other transaction. The data stored by the storage
provider is not published in any way.
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The storage smart contract is a payment from the user to
the storage provider which can only be spent by the storage
provider, if it is able to prove storage of the data at the
beginning and at expiry of the contract.
This is realized by a cryptographic mechanism known
as proof of storage, explained in Section 4.5.2. The proofs of
storage are persisted in the blockchain, where they can be
verified by the miners, so that the user can spend the funds
after expiry if the proofs are not provided. These payment
rules are enforced by the miners due to the consensus
protocol of the blockchain. That means, if miners generate
blocks containing transactions where the storage provider
receives its payment despite not proving storage of the file
these transactions are rejected by the blockchain as long as
there is an honest majority of (hashing power of) miners.
Our description up to now only covers the storage of files.
There needs to be an additional mechanisms to allow users
to retrieve their files, which is explained in Section 4.5.3.
4.5.1

Lifecycle of Storage Smart Contracts

To store a file, the user searches a storage provider accepting
a file of the requested size for the given storage period c.
Both create a contract for the agreed price that can be spend
by a one-time key of the storage provider.
Next, the user generates a fresh public key pair pk and
sk and encodes the file according to Section 4.5.2. The secret
key sk is discarded afterwards, as knowledge of the secret
key would allow creating valid proofs of storage without
storing the file.
Afterwards the user publishes the final storage contract
consisting of a public key pk for the proof of storage, the
file identifier st , a refund address ref of the user, the storage
duration c and the payment transaction tx . This storage
contract will eventually be persisted in the blockchain by the
miners, after verifying the contract.
In a next step, the storage provider can see the contract
being persisted in the blockchain and accepts the file transfer.
The algorithm to store a file is given by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Storing a File
Input: User secret key sk U , anonymity set size n, file f ,
storage duration c, one-time public key ref of the user
Output: a storage contract between the user U and an
anonymous storage provider, as well as a file transfer
1: (pk , sk ) ← Gen(1k )
. Key generation for the PoS.
2: (f 0 , st) ← Encodesk (f )
. Encode for the PoS.
3: (p, pk P ) ← find-SP(size(f 0 ), c)
. Find a storage provider and receive a price p and its
public key pk P , given the storage period and the size of
the file
4: tx ← generate-transaction(sk U , pk P , p, n) . Cf. Sec. 4.4
5: publish(pk , st, ref , c, tx )
6: transfer(f 0 )
. To the storage provider
The refund address ref of the user is necessary to refund
the payment invested by the user in case the contract is
broken. To spend the refund, the user proves the breach of
the contract by referencing the broken storage contract. To
reduce validation costs, the transaction contains a hint which
proof of storage is missing: The first or the last one.
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In our storage smart contracts, a storage provider needs
to prove storage of the data once at the beginning of the
contract and once at contract expiry as shown in Figure 2.
The expiry proof of storage implies that the storage provider
had access to the data for the whole duration of the contract. Precomputed proofs of storage are precluded, as the
challenge is derived from a block in a timeframe dependent
on the expiry date. The timeframe is necessary to deal with
latency issues.
To prevent a malicious storage provider from locking
funds of users for a long time, an additional proof is required
in the beginning. While the storage provider can still discard
the data, the storage provider had to at least store the data
once. Failing to store the data at all will refund the currency
of the user.
Theoretically, our design supports more complicated
clauses for storage contracts than two proofs of storage.
It is conceivable to design storage smart contracts where a
storage provider needs to prove storage, e.g., at two out of
five fixed points of time. As our design focusses on privacy,
we decided against these more flexible contracts. The more
unique the conditions in the smart contracts, the smaller the
size of the anonymity set. An overview of the contract life
cycle is given in Figure 2.
The proofs of storage transactions contain a reference
to the storage contract and a transaction fee for miners, as
they are published to the blockchain. To preserve storage
space occupied, the proofs themselves are not included in
the computation of the hash of the blocks. Thus the proofs
can be removed without changing the hashes of the blocks.
This means that the integrity of the proofs of storage is not
guaranteed, as it is only important to guarantee their validity.
This is not a problem, as it is still impossible to switch
already persisted valid proofs of storage by invalid ones,
as blocks containing invalid transactions would have been
discarded. Secondly, the integrity check coming from the
inclusion in the blockchain does not provide any guarantees
against malicious modification of the proof in transit.
4.5.2 Proofs of Storage
A proof of storage is a cryptographic proof generated by
a storage provider whereby it is able to prove possession
of a file. In our system, their size needs to be independent
of the file size of which storage is proven, ideally it should
be constant. To be used in the blockchain, proofs of storage
need to be publicly verifiable. To fulfil these requirements,
we use our own scheme [26]. We will now provide the formal
definition and more details about publicly verifiable proofs
of storage and then go on to explain its usage in our system.
Definition 3 (Proof of Storage ( [27, Definition 5])). A
publicly verifiable proof of storage is a tuple of four algorithms
(Gen, Encode, Prove, Verify) with the following properties:
k
• (pk , sk ) ← Gen(1 ) is a probabilistic algorithm that is run
by the client U to set up the scheme. Its input is a security
parameter k , and the output is a public and private key pair
(pk , sk ).
0
• (f , st) ← Encodesk (f ) is a probabilistic algorithm that
is run by the client in order to encode the file. It takes as
input the secret key sk , and a file f ∈ Z`B viewed as a vector
of chunks with fixed size B . It outputs an encoded file f 0

7

•

•

and state information st . The encoding can be thought of as
splitting the file and signing each chunk with a homomorphic
signature. In particular the encoding does not provide any
form of confidentiality. To achieve this, a client has to encrypt
the file appropriately before encoding it.
π := Prove(pk , f 0 , c) is a deterministic algorithm run by
the storage provider that takes as input the public key pk , an
encoded file f 0 , and a challenge c ∈ {0, 1}• . The challenge is
expanded by a hash function to a set of indices of chunks and
corresponding coefficients. It outputs a proof π by combining
the chunks and the homomorphic signatures according to the
indices and coefficients from the challenge.
b := Verify(pk , st, c, π) is a deterministic algorithm that
takes as input the public key pk , the state st , a challenge
c ∈ {0, 1}• , and a proof π . It outputs a bit, where ’1’
indicates acceptance and ’0’ indicates rejection by checking if
the aggregated signatures in the proof are a correct signature
for the aggregated chunks. The state st is used to check if the
aggregation was done over the correct chunks.

For correctness, we require that for all k ∈ N, all (pk , sk )
output by Gen(1k ), all files f ∈ Z`B , all (f 0 , st) output by Encodesk (f ), and all c ∈ {0, 1}• , it holds that
Verify (pk , st, c, Prove(pk, f 0 , c)) = 1.
In a first step the user generates a public and secret key
pair. Then, the file is encoded by the user using its secret key
and the file. Intuitively this step corresponds to splitting the
file into chunks of size B and computing homomorphic linear
authenticators over each chunk which are then appended to
the file. Further, a state st is generated at the encoding step
which serves as a file identifier. The encoded file f 0 and the
file identifier st are uploaded to the storage provider. The
storage provider creates a proof by running the algorithm
Prove. For this, it uses the encoded file, a challenge value
c, and the public key pk of the user. The challenge c is
expanded by using it as a seed of a pseudorandom number
generator, and the chunks of the file are homomorphically
combined according to the expanded challenge. Since the
encoded file consist of homomorphic linear authenticators, a
linear combination of the linear authenticators is a valid
authenticator for a linear combination of the chunks of the
file. The proof of storage π consists of a linear combination of
chunks and a linear combination of the authenticators. The
coefficients used in the linear combination are the expanded
challenge.
The algorithm Verify is used to validate such a proof π .
the file identifier st , the challenge c, as well as the public key
pk of the user are required. There is no secret knowledge
involved and thus verification can be done by anybody.
To define the security property of proofs of storage [28],
[29], we use the security definition by Ateniese et al. [27].
There, soundness is formalized using a knowledge extractor [30], [31] as in [28], [29]. In particular our definition uses
so-called “witness extended emulation” [32].
Definition 4 (Security of a publicly verifiable proof of storage ( [27, Definition 6])). Let Π = (Gen, Encode, Prove, Verify)
be a publicly verifiable proof of storage. We say that Π is secure if
there is an expected polynomial time knowledge extractor K such
that for any ppt adversary A we have that:
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Contract start and file transmission File retrieval using MAD transaction
MAD and
payment

File and
payment

Further file retrievals

Contract end

File

Proof, Fee

Proof, Fee

Figure 2. Visualization of the contract life cycle and payments over time. Left to right: A user commits to a payment to the storage provider and
transmits its data. The storage provider provides a proof of storage which costs a small fee for the inclusion in the blockchain. This is repeated at
contract expiry. To retrieve the data an additional payment is made from the user to the storage provider as will be explained in Section 4.5.3.

1) The distributions


 (pk , sk ) ← Gen(1k ); (f , st A ) ← AEncodesk (·) (pk ); 
(f 0 , st) ← Encodesk (f ); c ← Znp :


(c, A(st A , f 0 , st, c))
and

k
Encodesk (·)

(pk );
 (pk , sk ) ← Gen(1 ); (f , st A ) ← A
0
(f , st) ← Encodesk (f ) :

A(st A ,f 0 ,st,·)

K
(pk , st)
1

are identical. K1 denotes the first output of K.
2) The following is negligible.

(pk , sk ) ← Gen(1k );

(f , st A ) ← AEncodesk (·) (pk );


(f 0 , st) ← Encodesk (f );
P
 ((c, π), f ∗ ) ← KA(st A ,f 0 ,st,·) (pk , st) :
Verify(pk , st, c, π) = 1 ∧ f ∗ 6= f














Informally, witness-extended emulation means that given
an adversary that produces a valid proof with some probability, there exist an emulator that produces a similar proof
with the same probability and at the same time provides a
witness, i.e., the file f 0 .
The first property is a restriction on the output of the
knowledge extractor and guarantees that the knowledge
extractor produces the same proofs as the adversary with the
same probability. The second property guarantees that the
knowledge extractor can provide the witness when the proof
is correct, i.e., if the proof is accepted by the verifier then the
prover has access to the original file.
Remark 2 (Proofs of Storage, Proofs of Retrievability, and
Provable Data Possession). In the literature there are the related
notions of proof of retrievability, proof of storage and provable
data possession, which are used to describe similar but different
concepts.
A proof of retrievability [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39],
[40], [41] is a challenge-response protocol that proofs that a file is
retrievable, i.e., recoverable without any loss or corruption. Proofs
of data possession [42], [43], [44], [45], [46] are related proofs
that still verify successfully if there is only a small amount of data
corruption. In a proof of data possession only the existence of a
knowledge extractor is required which can extract knowledge of the
file, whereas a proof of storage [27], [29], [47] additionally requires
the knowledge extractor to be computable in expected polynomial
runtime (cf. Definition 4). Our system could apply a proof of
retrievability or provable data possession, resulting in a weaker
security model.

Remark 3 (What a Proof of Storage is not). A proof of storage
does not guarantee confidentiality of the file, but this can be
achieved by standard cryptographic mechanisms as explained
in Section 6.
A proof of storage does not prevent modifications or loss
of the file, but the prover can not generate further valid proofs
without access to the full original file. To prevent modification or
loss of data, erasure codes can be applied. The original file cannot
be recovered by a proof of storage.
A proof of storage does not guarantee file retrievability. The
storage provider can deny other participants to retrieve the file from
him. There needs to be an additional incentive structure which is
described in Section 4.5.3.
For use in our system, the user generates a random key
pair used to encode its file. The corresponding secret key is
deleted. The public key is published in the storage contract
to allow for public verification of the proofs of storage.
Up to now we described interactive proofs of storage, but
actually we need a non-interactive proof of storage, since we
cannot assume the existence of a trusted challenger. Using the
Fiat-Shamir heuristic [48] we can substitute the challenger
by a source of randomness and consequently get rid of
the interaction. Concretely, the challenge c for the proof of
storage in our system is chosen as the hash of a block in the
blockchain at the time the proof is needed. Note that this
hash is not known in advance and thus the proof of storage
cannot be precomputed.
The generated proof of storage has to be persisted in the
blockchain in a predefined window of blocks after the block
which is used for the challenge. This is necessary to deal with
forks in the blockchain and since immediate persistence of
proofs in the blockchain cannot be guaranteed.
Miners do not need to persist the whole proof of storage.
When a miner receives a block containing a proof of storage,
it can verify the proof of storage using the public key pk
which was used for encoding the file and the file identifier
st , since this is included in the storage smart contract. When
the proof is invalid, the block is rejected. However, if the
proof is valid, the miner only needs to store that there was a
valid proof of storage of that file. Since the proofs themselves
are not included in the calculation of the hash of the block,
they can be removed without changing the hash of the block,
similar to the pruning of spent transactions in Bitcoin [4].
4.5.3

File Retrieval

Additionally to compensating storage providers for the
storage of files there needs to be an incentive to allow
retrieval of files.
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Current protocols for exchange distinguish between
strong and weak fairness [49]. In weak fairness, an honest
participant can prove to an external arbiter that the other
participant has received the item it expected. This could be
used for a reputation system. As a reputation system is, due
to the lack of identities, infeasible, PriCloud requires strong
fairness. In strong fairness, at the time of protocol termination
either both participants get what they want or neither of them
does. It has been shown, that strong fairness of an exchange
is impossible without a trusted third party [50].
Currently known protocols for simultaneous and fair
exchange [51], [52], [53], [54] suffer from two main criticisms:
A participant can input garbage and still receive the item [55]
or the protocol can be aborted [56]. A straightforward
protocol does not satisfy strong fairness, as aborting inbetween exchange of payment and file, will leave one
participant with the expected item, payment or file, and
the other without anything.
We propose a simpler approach than Bitcoin, which
leaks a preimage of a hash [57], [58], [59], borrowing the
assumption of rational actors from game theory, which
is non-standard in the cryptographic literature. Despite
their different mechanisms, these fields have overlap in
collaborative interactions between distrusting parties [60],
[61], [62]. Thus, we think that our assumptions of rational
actors are justified.
To deter both parties from cheating we make use of
security deposits, as proposed in [63]. Our system utilizes a
special transaction for each file retrieval, called mutually assured destruction (MAD) transaction, comparable to NASHX1
transactions.
To perform a MAD transaction, the user U and a storage
provider P provide respective security deposits DU and DP .
The user also provides a payment p for the data and cost
incurred by the storage provider during the file retrieval,
e.g., bandwidth. These funds are combined as inputs in a
transaction which both parties, U and P need to sign to
spent. In the next step the storage provider transmits the
file to the user. After receiving the data, the users check the
integrity of the file and if they received the correct one. To
release the funds, the user and storage provider sign the
payout transaction. The user and storage provider receive
their deposits DU and DP , while the storage provider also
receives the payment p. A graphical depiction of this process
is provided by Figure 3.

7P

P
DP +p

DP

'7
DU +p

DP +DU +p
P, U

U

/
DU

'

U

Figure 3. A MAD transaction between a user U and a storage provider
P , including a payment p and deposits DU and DP .

The storage provider first creates the payout transaction
and signs it. This transaction is sent to the user who
broadcasts it into the network after signing herself.
1. http://nashx.com/HowItWorks

If the user or the storage provider cheat by not paying or
not transferring the file, the respective other party will refuse
to sign the second transaction and both parties lose their
security deposits. The same is true if the storage provider
transmits an incorrect file, as the user will not unlock the
funds. This leads to the payoff matrix shown in Figure 4.
In this figure, f denotes the value of the file. The two
strategy pairs (cheat, cheat) where both participants cheat
and (comply, comply) where both participants comply are
the Nash equilibria. However (comply, comply) weakly
dominates the other Nash equilibrium and thus will be
chosen by rational actors.

User U

comply
cheat

Storage Provider P
comply
cheat
f − p, p
−DU − p, −DP
f − DU − p, −DP −DU − p, −DP

Figure 4. The payoff matrix for MAD transactions.

In theory it is possible that the user can hold the deposit
of the storage provider hostage: After the second transaction
and after receiving the file, the User refuses to sign the
multi signature transaction and instead creates a different
transaction granting a small non-negative amount ε to the
storage provider. The remaining amount DP + DU + p − ε is
given to the user. If the storage provider signs it, only DP − ε
is lost instead of the full deposit. A rational storage provider
would agree to this form of blackmailing.
In our approach, we prevent this blackmailing, since the
storage provider and not the user initiates the freeing of
funds. There are no further messages the software could
transmit or show a user. Thus, the user can either agree on
freeing the funds or lose its entire security deposit, but is
unable to play a third blackmailing strategy, as there are no
communication channels to communicate this blackmailing.

5
5.1

R ELATED W ORK
KopperCoin

KopperCoin [63] is a previous proposal of a peer-to-peer
storage with payment by us. Compared to the proposal in
this article, KopperCoin has no distinction between storage
providers and miners, since storing files is done by the
miners. In KopperCoin the mining process of a blockchain
is substituted by proofs of storage over data which has
previously been uploaded by users of the system. The file
over which a proof of storage needs to be computed is
determined by considering the hash of the previous block
in the blockchain as a file identifier. One major drawback of
KopperCoin is the lack of privacy guarantees, since miners
are linked to the files they store by their mining reward.
Storage in PriCloud is realized by contracts which do not
interfere with the mining process. This allows implementing
privacy enhancing mechanisms for storage contracts.
5.2

Permacoin and Retricoin

Permacoin [64] was the first approach to combine the ideas
of decentralized file storage and blockchain. Miners prove
retrievability of parts of a large digital archive where single
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miners are unlikely to have the resources to store the whole
archive. However, the digital archive is fixed at the time of
creation of the blockchain. Users cannot upload or download
data in contrast to our design. Retricoin [65] offers some
efficiency improvements over Permacoin but inherits their
main design decisions.

5.3

Filecoin

Filecoin is another blockchain-based decentralized storage
system where users can upload and download files and
pay for storage. They provide two suggestions as white
papers [66], [67].
In their first white paper, the proof of work process is
augmented by a proof of storage, such that there are two
proofs needed to mine a block, which urges miners to be also
storage providers. Files stored in Filecoin can only be used
for a reward up to an expiry date. Storage providers are not
incentivized to let a user access its data.
In the second white paper, the proof of storage was
replaced with a proof of replication, proofing that any
replica of data is stored in physically independent storage.
Filecoin also includes proofs of spacetime which guarantees
that data is stored throughout a range of time. However,
only the definitions are given. Even in their dedicated
technical report about proofs of replication [68] there is no
construction offered. Strikingly, Chapter 4 in this report is
called “Realizable Constructions (TODO)”.
For storing and retrieving files, Filecoin introduces two
markets. The order books are published on the blockchain,
allowing the miners to automate the settlement process.
However, some problems such as reordering the transactions
before persisting them in the blockchain to gain a financial
advantage (called frontrunning), are not addressed.
In both white papers the topic of privacy is not taken into
account. In summary, the publications of the Filecoin team
clearly do not constitute a working solution for the problem
of decentralized storage and leave many open questions.

5.4

Anonymous Storage Systems

There are a number of anonymous storage systems like
GNUnet [1], [69] or Freenet [2] which rely on voluntary
contribution of storage resources and bandwidth by its
participants. These systems focus on privacy. While GNUnet
is geared towards anonymous and censorship-resistant file
sharing, Freenet is envisioned as an anonymous replacement
for the Internet, for websites only static sites are possible.
Neither GNUnet nor Freenet offer remuneration for providing storage and thus their design made significantly
different trade-offs. For example routing in GNUnet is based
on the addresses of the files relying on a system based on a
distributed hash table, similar to Kademlia [70]. In Freenet
the files are replicated at each hop when they are routed
and thus clusters of addresses converge. There is no single
storage provider responsible for a specific file who could
be remunerated. Hence, there are no storage guarantees
in contrast to our system which provides financial storage
guarantees. In Freenet, data which is only rarely queried
slowly disappears from the system by design.
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6

A DDITIONAL C ONSIDERATIONS

So far we discussed the privacy of the blockchains layer,
e.g., unlinkability of transactions as they are stored in the
blockchain. However, focussing on this layer is not sufficient [71]. This section discusses additional considerations on
other layers for the PriCloud system to be used in practice.
6.1

Files

A truly private file storage needs to ensure a file can only
be read by authorised entities. To reach this target, a strong
file encryption scheme is needed. These can be provided by
publicly available libraries, e.g., NaCl or dedicated software
such as MiniLock. The core PriCloud system is agnostic to
such systems but it is recommended to use such an addition,
since otherwise the storage providers, and everyone willing
to pay for the download, can read the contents.
6.2

Blockchain Transmissions

Interactions with the blockchain, such as creating transactions
or disseminating new blocks, typically use a peer-to-peer
network. This has consequences for the privacy: A well
connected peer, or a collusion of multiple peers, can identify
the originator’s IP address [72]. While the originator key
is protected by linkable ring signatures, IP addresses are
considered personally identifiable information and can be
used to track activities of users.
To prevent this identification of users, a privacy preserving broadcast mechanism is required. There are multiple
solutions available for this problem, including protocols
designed for blockchain broadcasts [73], [74].
6.3

File Transmissions

Contracts within the blockchain use the presented privacy
mechanisms, but actual file transmission will need to traverse
the network. Direct communication reveals the sender and
receiver and thus violates the privacy of the user and
storage provider. However, indirect communication might
leak information to arbitrary participants in the network.
To preserve anonymity, a privacy preserving file transmission system is required. One possible solution is to
augment contract negotiations with information for a Tor [75]
rendezvous point for a hidden service, creating Tor communication tunnels for both participants. This provides sender
and receiver anonymity, subject to the limitations of the Tor
attacker model. A more integrated solution to the network
could be modelled after decentralized storage solutions
without financial incentives, e.g., GNUnet [1] or Freenet [2].
6.4

Summary

All considerations for PriCloud presented in this chapter
have many solutions which are already applied in real
world scenarios. Each of these solutions comes with their
own advantages and drawbacks that need to be evaluated
depending on the envisioned use case, especially trade-offs
of privacy and speed of operations.
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7

C ONCLUSION

This article introduced PriCloud, a novel decentralized
distributed storage which allows users to pay storage
providers via an anonymous currency. A blockchain whose
transactions have been cryptographically hardened achieves
untraceability and unlinkability of payments. Storage smart
contracts which determine the storage duration are included
in the blockchain, thus allowing for automatic execution
of payments. The storage provider can spend its payment
from a contract if it produces a valid proof of storage of the
file specified in the contract at some specific points in time.
Hence, the storage provider only receives its payment, if it
has honestly stored the file of the user. Our PriCloud system
offers privacy-preserving financial rewards for participating
as a storage provider and thus provides incentives for
participation.
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